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Disclaimers for lawyers
• Websites are in a constant state of change, where URLs
are given they were active at the time of review
• All trademarks are the property of their respective owners
• No judgment of suitability or appropriateness of use is
implied
• No recommendation or promotion of products mentioned in
this presentation is implied
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© Copyright IBM Corporation 2010. All rights reserved.
U.S. Government Users Restricted Rights - Use, duplication or disclosure restricted by GSA ADP Schedule Contract
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WHILE EFFORTS WERE MADE TO VERIFY THE COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION, IT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED. IN ADDITION, THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON IBM’S CURRENT PRODUCT PLANS AND STRATEGY,
WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE BY IBM WITHOUT NOTICE. IBM SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO, THIS PRESENTATION OR ANY OTHER
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ALTERING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY AGREEMENT OR LICENSE GOVERNING THE USE OF IBM
PRODUCTS AND/OR SOFTWARE.
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in making a purchasing decision. The information on the new product is for informational purposes only and may not
be incorporated into any contract. The information on the new product is not a commitment, promise, or legal
obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. The development, release, and timing of any features or
functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion.
IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, DB2, and DB2 for z/OS are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. If these and other IBM trademarked terms are marked on their first
occurrence in this information with a trademark symbol (® or ™), these symbols indicate U.S. registered or common law trademarks
owned by IBM at the time this information was published. Such trademarks may also be registered or common law trademarks in other
countries. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and trademark information” at
www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.

Software Architect
is
Someone Who Can
Make
Sub-optimal Decisions
in
Total Darkness
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Where did Software Architecture come from
•

•

•

Driven by business need
– Cost cutting
– Increase Revenue
– Strategic Advantage
Driven by new technology
– Main Frame/Batch
– PC/interactive Real time
– LAN/WAN
– Internet
Driven by Software Engineering principle, methodology
– Functional decomposition, sub routines
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An architect will be many things to many people
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So what is a Software Architect?
• Some disagreement as to what exactly a
Software Architect is
• Some basic terms associated with the title:
– A technologist who makes high-level design choices
and determines technical standards
– Software architecture is all about having a view of an
entire system and seeing the individual parts fit to
understand how the software system works as a whole
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So what is a Software Architect?
• A software architect is really an expert position
– Has responsibility for selecting the components and interaction
patterns used across a whole project to achieve that project's goals
– If the architect gets it wrong, the project will may fail completely with
huge recriminations on all sides
– Succeeding? with results that can't be rolled into production;
because, they're so complex only the original developers can
understand the design
– Software architecture has to bear in mind project management too
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An Architect is the sum of their experience
•
•

•
•

Software architect generally requires a bachelor’s degree in a computer
discipline and additional training or credentials
Continuously seek to improve
– If there was one right way to do things, the role of an architect would not
be needed
– One obvious way to improve in the area of architecture is to read
– All platforms, all technologies, not just your comfort zone
Learn a new programming language every one to two years.
Focus on an area
– Have a high-level understanding of as many technologies as possible
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An Architect is the sum of their experience
•
•

•
•
•

Play with different technologies, design patterns, architectures, etc
Learn to speak the "language" of your target audience
– You have to speak to a lot of different people as an architect
– Each audience will have a different level of understanding of technology.
– Learn to tailor your explanation in ways that each audience can understand
Read magazines, go to user group meetings and technology conferences like SHARE
Speak at SHARE and other conferences
– Helps build knowledge
Discipline is key
– Always do your best work, even if it doesn't sound like the most fun
– Schedule time every day to learn something new
– Don't let other priorities take over this time
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Personal qualities required to be a software
architect
• Software engineers need strong technical, analytical and
problem-solving skills
• Developing software from conception to completion
requires creativity, as well
• Excellent customer service and communications skills are
also needed
• Software architects work with non-technical business
managers and employees, and must translate technical
jargon into terms users of the software understand
– I call this the ability to speak English

• A critical role (but not the only one) is the ability to
understand users’ needs
– A bit of user experience (UX) methodology helps
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Establishing patterns, becoming an ‘expert’
• It takes experience to become an architect
• Not be counted in the number of years, but in the amount
of wisdom gained from it
– There's no real short cut to that
– It relates to how long your brain takes to lay down certain
types of patterns
– Understand the problems in terms of multiple levels of
abstraction
– That's not very easy, because each level of abstraction has
its own restrictions and domain of applicability
– Finding a good balance, especially one that you can explain
to others, is difficult
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Earning your ‘creds’
•

You can make an excellent impression in one meeting, however it takes much more
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•

Gaining the standing and credibility that makes others rely comfortably on you in important matters takes
many years
A senior enterprise architect is in a position where C-level executives and board members must sometimes
bet their careers on the correctness of their judgment
Errors can result in millions of dollar misspent
Excellent track record is best earned over a few years, in several different positions, with extensive
experience in a wide-ranging array of topics and technologies

Part of your credibility is the respect you enjoy with your peers and in the larger community
If you’re a respected and a top contributor in one or two fields, this might be beneficial to your
credibility
If you’re a respected member of the developers community at your employer and colleagues tend to
seek your advice, this might persuade others to listen to you more carefully
Build the standing required to push through unpopular positions so that your word becomes of
actual value to the C level types, because it was in the past
It all boils down to: providing good value to many people over years
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Start with ‘why’
• As an architect, we want to make sure that an architectural
solution will answer a real business scenario within the system
• For example, Do we need to provide fault-tolerance or 99.999%
uptime
– What is the business requirement
– We need to define why we need high-availability
– What will be the consequences of the downtime loss of a business
transaction?
• Loss of 100K dollars? loss of life? Government action?
• It can save you money, keep you out of jail?
– It will help you get to the right requirements
– It will help you justify your decisions

• Critical thinking is not just a good idea, it is a requirement
– WHY are we doing what we are proposing to do
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Will you be able to answer these ‘simple’
questions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is this a “Good Idea”?
– Feature creep — kill it or follow-on work
DRY? Do I repeat this anywhere?
How independent is this?
Testable? How will I test this?
Is there another way?
– Having only one idea is dangerous
Costs of changing
What would the architecture look like if I didn't have this problem?
What are the facts and assumptions?
Document rationale
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Employing frameworks and methodology
• There are many methods that can be employed to put
structure around architecture
• Open Group Architectural Framework (TOGAF)—Although
called a framework, is actually more accurately defined as
a process
• Existing approaches are not really complete
– Each has strengths in some areas and weaknesses in others

• Evaluate each and understand what it can do for you
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“You can’t always get what you want”
• An architect is the sum of their experience
• Tools such as frameworks help with organizing an
architecture
• Take time to understand many different technologies
• User Experience is helpful in defining requirements
• Learn to ask why and evaluate what you hear
• Do not expect to be an overnight success
• Some universities such as DePaul offer SA curriculums,
view it as a starting point …. See first bullet point
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Questions?
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